
One of the types of tasks that we usually practice at the "Communication Theories" 

seminars is finding and learning communicative techniques on the examples of the 

life of well-known politicians. In particular, we recently worked out a book by former 

British Prime Minister Tony Blair "The Road". We offer to your attention to the work 

of the student of the 1st year of the specialty "International communications" - Myhal 

Denys.  

Among all of these chapters of Tony Blair's book "The Way" I liked "Years of 

science of leadership," because it illustrated the largest installment of Blair as a 

prominent figure in the Labor Party, and subsequently as its indispensable ideologue 

and leader. Step by step, you read how the future prime minister of Britain learns 

courage and wants to organize rallies. You pass alongside these terrible, but at the 

same time, very important steps, where every refusal means not only the reproach of 

conscience for the missed opportunity, but much more: contempt for yourself, 

because you did not have the spirit to try. Glorious Derry Irwin teaches young Tony 

Blair to think, truly think. And this means to analyze and solve the problem based on 

the basic principles and find out, after such a deconstruction, its connection. Only 

thanks to Derry that the author subsequently met John Smith and other leading labors. 

Blair was impressed greatly with his first visit to Parliament, so in his book he recalls: 

"As if thunder struck me. It came over me. That's where I want to be”. Blair is actively 

communicating and getting acquainted with various parliamentarians and government 

officials, receiving advice and guidance from this priceless communication, and most 

importantly experience. He understands that all politicians, and his fellow 

parliamentarians in particular, can be divided into preachers and generals. After long 

analysis and reflection, Tony Blair concludes that "preachers do not win battles" The 

author then recalls how in 1983 he was elected to Parliament from the newly-made 

Sedgefield district. Here he sharply understood all the problems of the Labor Party. 

Blair decides to act by choosing a vector for the future development of Laborites and 

modernizing the party's ideas and principles. In his opinion, the Labor Party was 

slowed down by the fact that the term "working class" was only a general 

characteristic left more questions than answers. The party needed to be reformed, but 



not all Tony’s colleagues understood it. However, he understood that voters are right, 

and that the Laborites should not be forced to change but come to that decision 

themselves. Suddenly dies the party leader John and vacates a position that other party 

members want to take. When it was necessary to act fast and act sensibly, Blair finds 

the strength to lead a large party and ultimately embody all his dreams and intentions. 

A turning point in the life of the future prime minister was the conversation with Peter 

Mandelson, especially, in the end when Tony Blair said, "Peter, I love you, but this 

time it's mine", thus taking on all the burden of responsibility for Laborites.  

During his life not less able than to climb the career ladder (although it should be 

noted that Tony Blair did not follow the principle of "step on the head" in his rise to 

the top), the author also learned the principles of communication. Initially, he 

communicates with party comrades in order to establish a good relationship, find new 

acquaintances and benefit from all this, first and foremost, for himself. Further, it 

grew into mass communication, in particular with voters and the media, to whom he 

even was able to communicate at a high level after John Smith's death, while rejecting 

his own emotions and pain,  when all his party members did not want to go out to the 

public and give interviews, because they were lost and could not find the strength to 

suppress emotions. The message of the loss of communications and contact of the 

Labor Party with the modern world and real life in general is clear throughout the 

entire chapter. In particular, after losing in the 1992 elections, Blair sees his main task 

as "a relentless pursuit of reuniting us [the Labor Party] with the people we seek to 

serve", that is to establish contact and communication with the electorate, which he 

subsequently succeeds in. He also realized that blocking communication meant a lack 

of joint work, and in this case the party's activity would be reduced to zero. 

If I were in the place of Blair at that moment, I would have tried to gain power without 

climbing on heads of colleagues and combining the qualities of a loyal dog, who 

supports and follows the leader of the party, when it is needed, and a leader, who can 

take responsibility and lead the party in a difficult moment, thus saving it from 

political death. 


